Lone Star / Joe’s Garage Canterbury Rally
2016
Stage Descriptions
SS 1 & 5
This stage has a wee bit of everything in it. Fast up hill at the start using the downhill
road of the famous Ashley Rally Sprint road then into tight downhill section, using
parts of last year’s stage one and finishing with roads that haven’t been rallied on for
many years.

SS 2 & 6
This stage starts on a good uphill climb then opens up to be fast and flowing before
tightening up in the middle. It uses part of stage two from last year then some more
roads that haven’t been rallied on for many years, and then puts you back up onto Mt
Grey road for a short time with an exciting blast downhill on Makerikeri to the finish.

SS 3 & 7
This piece of road hasn’t been used for a few years in a rally; good fast flowing uphill
section to start with, then opens up to run along the top section towards Mt Karetu.
This is the smallest stage of the event but a great wee sprint stage.

SS 4 & 8
This stage is the same as it was run in last year’s event. It’s a real challenging stage
with a bit of everything including two fords. The stage finishes with a really fast
flowing piece of road that you all should enjoy.

SS 9
Once again like last year, this is the Super Special Stage using almost all of the
famous Mt Grey road as used in the last stage of the rally over the last few years.
This year there is a wee twist you as will leave Mt Grey road for a couple of kms half
way down and pop back up onto Mt Grey for a great downwards blast finishing down
the decent of the Rally Sprint Road. This is a brilliant stage! If you don’t like these
roads rallying may not be the sport for you.

